Welcome to the Real World.
Proven Wireless and Networking Solutions.
DATA COLLECTION | VOIP | VIDEO

RealWorld Communications specializes in networking, Voice-Over IP and rugged
wireless solutions.

Integrating your front office systems with your supply chain is critical in today’s highly
competitive business environment. RealWorld delivers proven wireless and network
solutions to ensure everyone in the company is meeting the challenge.

The right hardware solution will improve the timeliness of critical information. If you
manufacture, deliver or service a product; RealWorld’s rugged solutions can help.
Our team of dedicated professionals will assist you in selecting and servicing
your technology.

•

Call 866.400.6222 or visit us at www.realworldcom.com
to see how your world can become a whole lot easier.

Why
RealWorld?
Networking and Voice-Over IP
Communicate more effectively by reaching the right resource the first time. Now your

We have strong alliances

business can deploy an affordable, easy-to-manage unified communications system

with leading manufacturers

from Cisco. It eliminates multiple servers and combines voice, data, voicemail,

such as Intermec, Cisco,

automated attendant, video, security, and wireless capabilities. It also integrates with

3M and HP.

existing desktop applications such as calendar, e-mail, and customer relationship
management (CRM) programs.

Solid references.

Servers and Storage
With the right infrastructure, your IT group should be able to meet any business demand.

20 years of experience

A powerful, flexible infrastructure from HP can enable your business to expand securely

in the field.

and help drive efficiencies. RealWorld offers an extensive selection of HP servers,
storage and related services for your enterprise. The BladeSystem provides a modular
infrastructure to save you both time and money.

Our technical support
team provides clients

Rugged Wireless Solutions
In today’s just-in-time business environment, people cannot wait days for manual data
entry to occur. RealWorld’s line-up of world-class mobile wireless data collection

with on-site, telephone
and web support.

terminals, vehicle mount computers and access points deliver rugged, real-time tracking
of your company’s product and people.

We are close to home.

Barcode Printers and Labels
Printing barcode labels in a manufacturing environment is critical. After all, if you can’t
ship the product – you can’t invoice the product. Our smart printers cover every type
of workload from low volume jobs to rugged 24/7 RFID applications. Service and
maintenance contracts ensure that your printers are always in working order.

Call 866.400.6222

RFID
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is one of the fastest growing and most
disruptive technologies being adapted today. Standards, mandates and ROI
are all key reasons for the move. RealWorld Communications recognizes the
challenges associated with implementing an RFID project and can provide key
solutions including pilots.

or visit us at
www.realworldcom.com
to see how your world can
become a whole lot easier.

